FORDSON HERE SOON

C. E. Francis Gets Ford Tractor
for Multnomah County.

FIRST ONE DUE THIS WEEK

Following Arrival of Demonstrator, Others
will Follow in About 30 Days.

ROAD SIGNS NEEDED

Lack of Directions Sore Point
With Tourists.

LOCAL AUTOISTS MAY HELP

 Dealers Motor Car Association of
Oregon Takes Up Matter of
Installing Signs on More
Important Highways.

GAS WASTED BY IDLING

ISRAEL DRUECK APPEALS FOR
GREATER CONSERVATION.

Display EngineLESS Car is
Staged in Good Habit for the
City's Benefit.

One thing to watch Oregon in for
be less idling and to less
overcooling of the
engines.

ROADS TO AFBEVE SUNNYSIDE
Italian Engineers Will Leave Post
War Heritage to Associates.

After the war automobile
inventor Henry Ford
and his associates
will build roads that
will not be held
for long by
find
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